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Projecting Changes in Aggregate
Building Energy Demand
Challenge: Researchers from a variety of communities are interested in
understanding and projecting changes in building energy demand due to
weather, climate, population, technology, and socioeconomic changes.

Tool: PNNL’s Building ENergy Demand (BEND) model simulates weatherdependent hourly building energy demand in order to provide a scale-flexible
and physically-based characterization of regional building energy demand.

BEND simulated
residential building
load on 1-Jan 2010
at 00:00 LT

Building Modeling using the
EnergyPlus Simulation Engine
Tool: The EnergyPlus (E+) model evaluates energy demand for individual
buildings using numerical simulations.

E+ Parameters
HVAC type, wall type,
roof type, insulation,
windows, internal load,
schedule, etc.

+
Weather data

Hourly energy
demand for 1 year

EnergyPlus is an open source model and can be downloaded from https://energyplus.net/

PNNL’s Building ENergy
Demand (BEND) Model
Novelty: Rather than simulating a single building in a single location and then
extrapolating the results, simulate a (very) large representative sample of
residential and commercial buildings over a distributed area.

+
+
Building Load = Sum

+
+
N = 1:10,000

Building a Population of
Individual Building Models
We use the CBECS and RECS building surveys to construct a representative
population of building models in the Western U.S.

Bulk Characteristics
Size [N = 6]
Vintage [N = 7]
Type [N = 16]
Location [N = 15]
Group
+
Each building is
given a weight that
reflects how many
other buildings it
represents

Infer

E+ Parameters
HVAC type
Wall type
Roof type
Insulation
Windows
Schedule
Etc.

Building a Population of
Individual Building Models
Type [N = 16], Size [N = 6], Vintage [N = 7], Location [N = 15]

BEND Regions

There are 15 unique combinations of regional groupings in the building surveys. These 15
regions are the base spatial scale for the representative building population in BEND.

Building a Population of
Individual Building Models
Type [N = 16], Size [N = 6], Vintage [N = 7], Location [N = 15]
There are 15 unique combinations of regional groupings in the building surveys. These 15
regions are the base spatial scale for the representative building population in BEND.

There are only 5 BEND
regions in the
Western Electricity
Coordinating Council
(WECC), which is the
domain we focus on in
the remainder of this
talk.

Matching Weather Stations to
Representative Buildings
The 672 representative buildings (16 types x 7 vintages x 6 sizes) in each of the 5 BEND regions
in the WECC must be matched to a weather station that will provide the meteorological forcing.
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Representative Buildings
The 672 representative buildings (16 types x 7 vintages x 6 sizes) in each of the 5 BEND regions
in the WECC must be matched to a weather station that will provide the meteorological forcing.

8 Stations = 14,784 Simulations [22 x 672]

Matching Weather Stations to
Representative Buildings
The 672 representative buildings (16 types x 7 vintages x 6 sizes) in each of the 5 BEND regions
in the WECC must be matched to a weather station that will provide the meteorological forcing.

All Stations = 108,864 Simulations [162 x 672]

Balancing Expected Biases vs.
Computational Expense

8 Stations = 14,784 Simulations
All Stations = 108,864 Simulations

Balancing Expected Biases vs.
Computational Expense

Science Question: How does the simulated load bias vary as
a function of the # of weather stations used in the model?

Methods
1) Construct time-series from 2007-2010 of hourly temperature at the county level using
increasingly more weather stations: 8, 16, 32, 64, All [~150].
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1) Construct time-series from 2007-2010 of hourly temperature at the county level using
increasingly more weather stations: 8, 16, 32, 64, All [~150].
2) Use the NLDAS reanalysis as a “truth” against which to compute hourly temperature biases
at the county level.

This example from 20 UTC on 5-July 2008 shows the temperature biases resulting from using 8
weather stations in the WECC.

Methods
1) Construct time-series from 2007-2010 of hourly temperature at the county level using
increasingly more weather stations: 8, 16, 32, 64, All [~150].
2) Use the NLDAS reanalysis as a “truth” against which to compute hourly temperature biases
at the county level.
3) After aggregating temperatures up to the PROMOD production cost model zone level, use
polynomial regressions to convert temperatures to estimated building loads using output
from an existing calibrated run of BEND.

Results: Mean Load Biases
• Temperature biases translate to load biases as high as 14% during summer
• Load biases drop by a factor of 2 when using all stations
• The scale of the load biases diverges from the temperature biases during spring/fall

Results: Seasonal Dependency
• Temperature biases translate to load biases as high as 14% during summer
• Load biases drop by a factor of 2 when using all stations
• The scale of the load biases diverges from the temperature biases during spring/fall

Winter

Fall
Spring

10°F Bias = 1000 MW

Summer
10°F Bias = 500 MW

Balancing Expected Biases vs.
Computational Expense

Science Question: How does the simulated load bias vary as a function of the # of
weather stations used in the model?

Balancing Expected Biases vs.
Computational Expense
• Large reductions in bias when increasing from 8 to 32 stations
• Diminishing returns on investment when using more than 32 stations

Science Question: How does the simulated load bias vary as a function of the # of
weather stations used in the model?

BEND Calibration Challenges
What BEND Produces
Hourly estimates of separated
residential and commercial
building load within a
BEND/weather station region.

Best Available Calibration Data
Hourly observations of total
(residential, commercial, and
industrial) load within a balancing
authority.

Challenges: #1 - Spatial mismatches
#2 - Total vs. residential/commercial building loads
#3 - Missing observational data

Take Home Points
1) BEND is designed to simulate weather-dependent hourly building
energy demand to provide a scale-flexible and physically-based
characterization of regional building energy demand.
2) We developed an analytical approach to understanding BEND’s
sensitivity to the number of weather stations used to force the model.
Using 32 weather stations balances bias and expense reasonably well.
3) BEND faces unique calibration challenges. We have a defensible
approach to address most of these challenges. We are looking for a method
to calibrate the model in areas where the observational data is either
missing or incomplete.
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